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Swami: What they told the Philip, in the book the Jesus is in India?
Philip: Yes, there are two different theories. One is Jesus came before
hand and one, that he came after he died and came back when he
was an old man. Ah, you were right he wasn’t in Anathonob.
Swami: What’s the meaning?
Philip: What?
Swami: Nathanomboli means?
Philip: The book that we were looking at earlier, you said that Jesus
was not there. You were correct. So there is some theories that he
came before the, ah, became a master. And then there is a lot of
people who say he came afterwards and died in India. But it’s not
clear if the Muslims were the ones who invented the story about him
coming later after he died. Did he come after he died, back to India?
Swami: Um-hum. Right now he’s living, his soul is divided eight
parts. In this planet with eight directions, his soul is diverted.
Philip: Eight directions. North, South, East, West and what else?
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Swami: Northeast, like Southwest, like Northwest, like Southeast,
like eight.
Philip: When did he divide into eight?
Swami: After, when he was crucified and he’s working very
powerfully, very strongly, the energy with the different process in
the world.
Philip: And, this started two thousand years ago?
Swami: Uh-huh, uh-huh.
Philip: Do all these different, eight, partial incarnations know each
other?
Swami: They knows each others.
Philip: Did he have to take birth as a baby or did he just divide into
eight different…
Swami: No, no he’s not came from, he’s not came with a human
body, not flesh, not meat.
Philip: And are all eight of them still alive?
Swami: Um-hum.
Monika L: But they’re not in human bodies?
Swami: The energies always traveling. When, who calls really help,
it comes and it protects - again it goes. You understood? Like a eight
planets of Jesus’ souls, like eight parts all around, traveling. In the
two thousand, all the eight is going to one.
The real his
consciousness is going to work to control, to rule whole world to
make the, give the judgment to make the happy. When the eight
souls is gathering together, then he’s the real grace and real healing
energy, he’s improving who was really connected to the Jesus, they
are reaching unbelievable stages in their life.
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Philip: Now will seven of the bodies all die away or does he just
emerge them all into one?
Swami: What he’s talking about?
Monika L: The energy bodies are just going to unite together?
Swami: Yes, yes. They’re going together it’s in this northeast way.
Philip: The northeast, which, is what part of the world?
Swami: …northeast (phone ringing) hold on. Oh, Baba…
Philip: The northeast is what, America?
Swami: The world is like a globe - you understood? It’s a globe. It
means to the India, it’s like northeast means, like, Himalayas, it
comes.
Philip: So it’s going to be in the Himalayas?
Swami: Uh-huh. In the highest altitude, his energy is very, very
powerful from the two thousand. You understood what I’m saying?
Especially, when he’s in India, in the Himalayas, in the
Bhimashankarani Temple… oh Baba (phone rings again) Hello… It’s,
it’s a karma? Bhimashankarani Temple… In his life, first he
meditated on the Betala.
Philip: On the what?
Swami: Betala. The Betala means, he’s the master on the souls.
(phone rings again). He’s a master on the souls. It means he belongs
to…he’s the son of the Shakti. The Shakti just she take out from her
soul, and she throwed on the Earth (snaps fingers) and automatically
it growed – he’s called Betala. He’s the protector of the Shiva in the
burial ground. When the Shiva is meditating the evil spirits cannot
touch to the Shiva. Even though he’s a powerful master, Shiva also
meditating in the burial ground, some crazy spirits, powerful saint’s
souls – there’s a big chance to attack even to the Shiva also.
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That moments, the Shakti, Mrs. Shiva made one beautiful soul,
created to protect the Shiva energy – that’s called the Betala. It’s the
secret information about the… Betala means he called the king of the
Bhuta, it’s called in Sanskrit. Bhuta means, whole souls negative
souls, positive souls – he’s the boss. Shiva, Shakti next there is one
layer – Betala.
Monika L: Bhuta means souls?
Swami: Bhuta means it’s a negative soul.
Monika L: Negative souls?
Swami: In his life, (Jesus) first he meditated on the Betala and he
invited… In the universe we can call any, any soul, even we can talk
direct to Shiva, direct Shakti - except Betala - he’s very, very hard to
make him to appear in front of us. He has a special priority in the
Vedic tradtion. Betala means, he’s like a equal brother of like
Hanuman – he don’t know how he’s energy, if he started to grow up,
he grows up to the, up to the stars, planet to planet to planet – he
growing up like that. You understood? Even the Shakti, also, cannot
control him sometimes, that energy automatically it grows. So Jesus,
first he sucked Betala energy and he kept the Betala energy in him
hugely, to protect from the cosmic negative souls.
Philip: Did he start this process in the Kali Yuga or Treta Yuga or…?
Swami: Who, Jesus?
Philip: Yeah.
Swami: He started in the Kali Yuga. He started in Kali Yuga. There
is a six supernatural negative spirits there, in the cosmic, even to right
now. The six… There is the kingdom of the Gods’ kingdom, there is
a negative kingdom of the negative souls – there is like six highest,
negative, souls is there. That’s called, one is Betala – he’s not the
negative soul, it means, it’s like a, he works only with the highest
powerfully with the negative souls. He does really great things to the
good, but his duty is to protect the negative souls’ kingdom.
Philip: Protect the souls in the negative kingdom? Negative?
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Swami: Negative Kingdom not to go anywhere, to make them to
controlling in his hands. (dog starts sharp noise barking)
Philip: Oh, alright, to contain, to protect from.
Swami: What we call?
Monika L: To protect the people from the negative souls?
Swami: One is Betala, second one is Ractavala, third one is Bildavala,
forth one is Kalavala, fifth one is Prapunti dala - punty is very
important rapunti, sixth one is Valadala. The Betala he, again he
manifested this five souls to do his works. Is it little crazy subject?
Philip: No, it’s beautiful.
Swami: Monika L?
Monika L: No, I’m just wondering if I understand this, you’re saying
he manifested these negative spirits?
Swami: No, to his workers, like assistants – the Betala.
Philip: The Betala did.
Monika L:
confusion.

Betala, oh Betala, ok, I see now – no, that was my

Philip: Jesus is not Betala, he just he took the energy from Betala.
Swami: Just the Betala… I’m going to talk about why he (Jesus)
sucked, why he invited Betala. Just I’m giving the little one page
introduction.
Monika L: So, Betala manifested the six spirits?
Swami: What?
Monika L: Betala manifested…
Swami: No, only five.
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Monika L: Five rather, ok.
Swami: Totally with the Betala it’s six.
(Phone rings again)
Swami: In the universe, only these six… What, what, what, with this
phone?
(Swami talks on the phone)
Swami: So, this Betala, his totally works… there is a many big
chances we can’t invited to get the Shiva energy, the Shakti energy to
who was really suffering with the devils, negative spirits. Such type
of persons in the Indian tradition, they prays first to Betala. They
avoid all the Gods and Goddesses – they kicked out and they
meditates on the Betala to suck his energy, to make him to control. If
any souls hear the Betala name in the universe, immediately it goes
very, very suffering – the spirits… You understood?
Philip: Yes.
Swami: That’s why, how to control to the whole planet? First the
Jesus he sucked the Betala and he took the information from the
Betala about this planet. So the first master is to the Jesus - as a
divine masters, the first master is the Betala.
Philip: He did this by sucking the energy from Betala?
Swami: Uh-huh.
Philip: And no one else had ever done that before?
Swami: To Betala there is one person Bhakti Vikramakrudu, the
king. Bhakti Vikramukradu, Vikramukradu, the two persons, they
did with the Betala. They worked with Betala.
Philip: And this king was alive at the same time as Jesus or before?
Swami: No, before – first Jesus. In the universe as a, who came as a
human body, the first person who brought the Betala to make appear
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to talk, the first person is the Jesus. That is, there is a cosmic law in
the Himalayas in the Bhimashankarni Temple. There is a one well.
You know well?
Philip and Monika L: Um-hum.
Swami: With the firing, firing... Who sacrificed their body in the well
with themselves, then there is a law from the cosmic – unbelievable
Shakti they can receive from that. Unbelievable Shakti it comes to
make him to happy. That voice, the Jesus when he meditated, that
voice he heard in front of that fire well. You understood what I’m
saying? There is well with firing.
Monika L: Um-hum.
Swami: You know firing?
Monika L: You mean water’s coming up?
Swami: No fire!
Philip: Fire’s coming up.
Monika L: Oh fire, ok.
Swami: You think it’s like a story?
Monika L: Ahhhhhh, no… (giggles)
Philip: The Bhimashankariani Temple you can only go there in
meditation or can you go there physically?
Swami: He went physically.
Philip: He went physically…
Swami: He went physically.
Philip: And it’s near Manasarovar?
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Swami: Hu-huh. Hu-huh, even until now, Manasarovar we can see
the water, it’s very hot – you understood?
Philip and Monika L: Yes.
Swami: Just here, one this, this lake, small pond, this well terrible
hard. This side totally cool water, then we went little far away, then
there is a one lake - it’s like sindu, Sindu Lake. Sindu, it’s like a
bubbling – like a burning like you know - like a melting – high
boiling. In the Himalayas there is the highest – many things is there
with the energy – a natural formation of the energy spot. The Indian
saints in the palm leaves they wrote, “He sacrificed - he got the
messages, then just he jumped in the fire well.” My sense, fire well
means it’s like a acid water – you understood – like making him to
skeleton to.
Monika L: It burns his skin?
Swami: Skins – to just sacrifice to the God, “Let’s see whatever it
happens.” He jumped – highest cosmic energy – just Betala appeared
in front of him, again to make him to alive. “What do you want?”
Just he’s asking the protection of him forever and ever to learn about
this planet’s energies - how to control to this planet. From that point,
the first person, the Jesus, he learned the supernatural things on the
negative spirits. How to send, how to give the enlightenment, how to
give the moksha to the negative spirits? From the Jesus only, we can
find the ways.
In the Vedas, in the Vedic also, they didn’t mention who is the person.
They told, “One person, he brought the Betala on Earth.” Like even
there is an Indian tradition, the Hanuman is still alive in this Indian
tradition – you understood Monika L? He’s not dead. From the
Treta Yuga, Sita gave the…no need to write about this stuff. From
the Treta Yuga…it’s a boring uh?
Philip: No!
Monika L: No Swami, it’s very fascinating, I’m just writing it down,
that’s why you probably think that I’m not interested but this is truly
fascinating.
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Philip: This is what everyone wants to hear. The world wants this.
Swami: Who checks the Vedas, they know about Betala, they can find
the Betala, what, ok Betala… How generally, in the Vedas they wrote,
“How it is difficult to get the Betala.” The same Bativikramarka,
when he’s receiving the Betala – who takes the Betala energy, they
can sacrifice their body. Even whatever the negative experience they
face in their lives, it goes to the Betala. It’s a little Sanskrit message.
You understood? Sanskrit message means a little confusion. We no
need to worry about it. From the Betala he (Jesus) learned many
techniques how to control the negative spirits. Then, just we talk
about the techniques, how he approached. I told the second one
Pranikayli, pranik…yeah Pranikayli, pranik.
Philip: Do you want a flashlight?
Swami: No. This second one, the Pranikayli process generally the
Jesus did. Pranik, ‘pran’ means life, life glorious like a dazzling, ‘ik’
means to producing the Shakti – the life producing. Generally the
people, when they’re reaching that stages, first they takes the any
dead animals, dead birds and they holds that, they starts the, through
the Sanskrit meditation. Whatever the soul is in the body, since like
one years, two years, three years…that soul comes to in them.
Wherever the soul is in this planet, they can suck that soul in their
body.
Philip: Into the meditator’s body?
Swami: The meditator’s body. Is it make you sense Monika L?
Monika L: Yes.
Swami: Suppose one dog is died. Even though the dog’s soul is
ready to went into another soul, sorry, another body, even that
body’s alive – the body’s like a…born like a baby, like a… When you
keeping on meditating with the different channels, immediately that
baby srrrrrrrrut it takes off, it comes into you, it comes to you. Like it
means the soul cycles, turn sections. When we make the one soul and
again it’s born, again it’s born, like again it’s born. Like he did, like a
thousands years back bones. He tooks and he holds whatever these
bones, the soul came in the bones previous, like ten times life – then
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he keeping on to make it to come to touch the bones, to make him to
again. It means he can able to control to many lifetimes to any soul.
Today I don’t know it’s a little, it makes me very dizzy.
Monika L: It makes you dizzy?
Swami: Too dizzy. What’s time now?
Philip: Twelve, midnight exactly…
Swami: Shall we wait tomorrow; shall we do it tomorrow?
Monika L: Sure, whatever you like.
Swami: I think it’s not…
Monika L: Maybe you need some rest.
Swami: Um-huh, um-huh. I think so; the mind is very tired. And
this Pranik is really, very, very beautiful messages but I’m seeing you, tse
tse tse - it’s not moving you clearly.
Monika L: It’s not moving me clearly? Maybe it’s because we’re in
the dark and were working, you don’t get to interact with our faces.
Philip: But, you’re understanding it aren’t you?
Monika L: Ya, it’s very new to me, you know. Betala is very new
information.
Swami: Then when he, when Jesus was crucified on the cross there is
a nine holy souls came to hang around. That’s one of the first souls,
is the Betala. First one is the Betala. That’s why he’s very powerful,
any soul have any pain, the Betala, he personally promised to the
Jesus, they can take the pain.
Monika L: Maybe I’m misunderstanding something because I’m
thinking Betala is a big negative spirit, so, it, maybe there’s a little
confusion…
Swami: He’s not negative spirit. He’s the person to control to the
whole negative spirits.
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Monika L: Ok…
Philip: He was the protector of the Shiva while he was meditating so
the negativity would not bother him.
Swami: Shakti, Shakti, Shakti threw her small soul part on the Earth,
then he grew up.
Monika L: Ok, now I understand. That’s the confusion that you’re
saying. Go on.
Philip: Ok.
Swami: He works with the divine - he works with the negative. We
can’t say he’s a hundred percent pure divine, a hundred percent
negative – he works with both. That is his speciality.
Monika L: Ok, ok.
Swami: Most of he works with the totally good works. You can
write whatever you like it.
Monika L: Ok, ok. Do you want to end tonight?
Swami: Uh-huh.
Philip: Are you going to tell us about the other eight spirits at Jesus’
crucifixion?
Swami: Uh-huh, uh-huh.
Philip: But not tonight?
Swami: Next, eight spirits and a what he digged and he kept in the
desert, how he sucked - kept in the bottles, what is the purpose and
to telling Shirdi Baba why he kept his divine lights in the, under that
tree, what is the, why the reason, and it’s the same why the Jesus did
– nobody knows that, nobody – no idea about the Jesus energy –
where it is, in which part in the world.
Philip: Was it in Shirdi Baba?
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Swami: What?
Philip: Was Jesus’s energy in Shirdi Baba?
Swami: Uh-huh, uh-huh.
Philip: Was he one of the eight?
Swami: Umm-hum…
Philip: Are you one of the eight?
Swami: What?
Philip: Are you, one of the eight?
Swami: Wait and see.
Penukonda.

Jesus’ energy is, you know, it is in

Monika L: In Penukonda, uh-huh.
Swami: It’s in the proofs, I can give the strongest proofs – one of…
Philip: When you complete the sixteen processes, is that when the
Jesus’ energy enters in you fully?
Swami: What?
Philip: When you complete the sixteenth and final power, is that
when the Jesus’ energy enters you fully?
Swami: Me? Uh-huh. I will complete that in three months. After
three months is a, my life is totally changing like a very peaceful, not
talking so much, not to be open friendly, like always peaceful –
silence. Only few hours, spending outside, almost of the time on the
inside.
Monika L: Inside?
Swami: Uh-huh to meditating in my bedroom. There’s a big
changes happening, big changes happening. In which way I don’t
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know, I have no idea. The energy makes me to do it. Up to me to go
to the Himalayas to stay, relax and meditating – nobody knows
where I am.
Monika L: After three months?
Swami: Uh-huh. No problem, I can make you happy, to show you
some work, ok you can do it. Ok?
Philip: Done and done…
Swami: Triple done.
Monika L: Is there anything else you need before going to sleep?
Swami: No, everything’s fine.
Monika L: Are you going to be warm enough?
Swami: Me, yeah.
End of Talk

